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Concorde America Revises Press Release  

            

    BOCA RATON, Fla., Aug. 9 /PRNewswire-FirstCall/ -- The following is a 
revision of a July 28 release: 
    Nations of the European Union are currently faced with a crisis of global 
proportions that can be summed up in three words: zero population growth. One 
of the most critical and immediate side effects of this is the strain it puts 
on the individual and collective economies of each nation as a result of the 
lack of workers available to perform duties in agriculture, hospitality, 
sanitation, security and other jobs. 
    Enter Concorde America (OTC Pink Sheets: CNDD), a Boca Raton, Florida- 
based corporation that has developed a unique solution to this problem by 
offering to recruit, screen, secure the services of and transport qualified 
workers from Latin American nations to fill the needs of European countries 
and companies. Concorde America has entered into an agreement with one of 
Spain's largest agricultural firms. The need for qualified labor is rampant 
throughout almost all the European nations. 
    The Concorde America solution demonstrates how the problems of one area of
the world can become the solution to another. Workers in many Latin American 
countries can expect to earn about the equivalent of $60 a month working the 
fields or as domestics or security guards. For doing the same work in Spain or
Italy or Germany, they can earn over $1,000 a month. In addition, they can 
provide their families back home with health and dental insurance and even be 
a part of a pension plan. 
    Tom Heysek, noted financial advisor, has conducted extensive research on 
the management team, financial reports and the opportunity. "Concorde America 
has no real direct competitors in the category of labor that they focus on 
providing, yet the need for this labor is by far greater than for that of more
skilled professional help. It's a classic case of supply and demand. Concorde 
has access to the supply via their arrangements and agreements with Latin 
American countries and labor pools. Conversely, they have done an excellent 
job in opening up direct pipelines and cutting through the red tape on the 
demand side. I would recommend Concorde America to any investor as a strong 
buying opportunity." Mr. Heysek's full report can be found at 
http://www.winningstockpicks.net. 
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